Venice Art Center

390 S. Nokomis Ave Venice FL 34285
Tel 941-485-7136 Fax 941-484-4361
www.veniceartcenter.com

Application For Instructional Position
Name________________________________________________________Date_________________________
Address______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Website__________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Numbers____________________________________________________________________________
Email_____________________________________________________________________________________
Describe Your
Class___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please give a brief statement of your teaching / art experience and attach your bio
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Days & times available
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Please email or return to Venice Art Center along with Biography, website and photographs of your work.

7. Check in with a staff member at the front desk to see that all students have paid for the class. If there is a discrepancy, please alert the volunteer coordinator so we can remedy the situation. If an individual is not on the
sign in list it is the responsibility of the instructor to send them up to the front desk to find out what is wrong
with their registration. If the instructor does not alert the staff that there is an unpaid or unregistered student,
then VAC is not responsible for payment to the instructor for that individual. Any student who misses a class
and wants to make accommodations or transferring students must make arrangements with VAC staff, it will
be decided upon on a case by case basis by VAC staff. If the instructor does not follow this guideline, VAC is
not responsible for payment to the instructor for any undocumented changes.
8. Keep a copy of your class list so you can get in touch with your students if necessary.
9. VAC will endeavor to advertise all classes and workshops, however, please feel free to promote yourself by
word of mouth, flyers or brochures; all of this helps and we all benefit.
10. Instructors are paid after the class is over. The teacher is responsible for turning in the proper, completed
forms with attendees checked off for attendance to the volunteer coordinator. After the forms are complete
and reviewed, a check will be issued. All checks will be mailed, unless prior arrangements are made with the
Executive Director or Office Manager. The rate is 55% of the member’s fee for the class. There may also be a
fee deducted for materials. ($45.00 for pottery & sculpture classes and variable amounts for children’s classes)
11. VAC is a non-profit organization; all instructors are independent contractors and are not employees of the
VAC. You will receive an IRS Form 1099 for your earnings according to IRS requirements.
12. Photos taken during your classes can be used in any and all VAC promotional materials and website.
13. Instructors must adhere to classroom maximum occupancy numbers.

Instructor’s Signature : __________________________________________

Date: ________________

